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Many service discovery protocols (SDP) have been proposed and implemented to
allow automatic discovery of devices and network services offered on a computer
network. Service discovery is becoming more and more important with the growth in the
size and the diversity of computer networks. However, existing service discovery
protocols do not interact with each other. In this thesis, a SDP software framework is
developed to support heterogeneous devices (PC, sensor, and mobile devices), different
platforms (Windows, JVM, and Android) and different wireless networks (Wi-Fi, IEEE
802.15.4). We also use Markov Chain to represent service’s dynamic attributes to reduce
communication for resource-constrained devices.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

In the Post-PC era, the number of network services available in networks is
expected to grow enormously. Besides classical services, more and more new services are
emerging.
Service discovery protocols (SDP) facilitate the interaction and service accesses
among devices. From the user's point of view, service discovery greatly simplifies the
task of finding and using services. From the network administrator's point of view,
service discovery simplifies the task of managing a network, especially to introduce new
services and devices.
In addition, service discovery protocols provide mechanisms for dynamically
discovering available network services. This includes gathering the following
information:


Searching and browsing services



Choosing a right service (with desired characteristics)



Utilizing a service
Service discovery makes administration and configuration easy. For instance, we

do not need to install a driver and configure for a new printer. With the aid of SDP, we
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just need to connect that printer to the network and we are good to go! It may be used in
both wired and wireless networks.
In wireless mobile ad hoc network [1], SDP is crucial because devices are free to
move. Service discovery protocols provide not only mechanisms for locating a particular
service, but also mechanisms to advertise a service, to invoke a service, to select a service
if there are more than one services, and to describe a particular service so as to make its
searching easy.
Let us illustrate the usefulness of service discovery with the following scenario. A
journalist reports from a sports event. She carries her laptop in order to write and print
out articles (assuming she has the permission to access printers), send emails, and get
information from the Web. She connects her laptop to the local area network in the press
room in order to access the Internet and use local resources such as network printers and
scanners. We have a typical service discovery problem now: she can’t do anything until
someone tells her the name and type of the printer and uploads the corresponding driver
on her laptop. She also does not know whether the printer supports color or not. The
utilization of service discovery would enable her to automatically detect, select, and
utilize these services. Service discovery would also inform her about the attributes of the
printer, e.g., color support and paper format.
However, existing service discovery protocols do not interact with each other. For
example, a user who is using a mobile phone that only supports Bluetooth cannot utilize
services provided by Wi-Fi-enabled devices. In this thesis, we develop a software suite
that can run on various kinds of devices. The code may differ on developing platforms,
yet the design is consistent.

2

The remainder of this thesis discusses our service discovery framework and
implementation. In Chapter 2, we provide background information, i.e. a typical service
discovery protocol. In Chapter 3, we present the design for our service discovery
protocol. The implementation of the SDP on PCs, wireless sensors, Android as well as
how to customize the library will be explained in Chapter 4,5,6 respectively. In Chapter
7, we discuss the usage of Markov Chain model to improve the accuracy of our service
discovery protocol. Finally, we discuss our research and future work in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND

Many service discovery protocols have been proposed: Jini [2] by Sun (now
called Apache River [3]), Bonjour [4] by Apple, Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [5] by
Microsoft, Bluetooth SDP [6], and Service Location Protocol (SLP) [7] by IETF.
Although SDPs are different from each other to some extent, they all share some
key components:


Service is any hardware (device) or software (network service) that can be utilized
or benefited by other nodes.



Server is any node that has at least one service to offer to the other nodes.



User (or Client) is node that wants to utilize a specific service.



Directory is node that stores information about services available in the network.
Regardless of increasing number of service discovery protocols that have been

proposed, they basically fall into two categories: directory-based models or nondirectory-based models [8]. In the directory-based model, such as Jini, the system has a
centralized place to store information about the services. Some are directory-less SDPs
such as UPnP. They have a peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture and the service information is
stored on each device. Some SDPs, like Service Location Protocol (SLP), developed by
the IETF, support both models and hence, is a good example for in-depth study.
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2.1 Directory-based models
The directory-based model has a dedicated component: a directory that keeps
track of service information and processes queries and announcements. When a query
arrives, the directory returns a list of services that satisfy the query criteria.
The directory-based model is more suitable for environments with hundreds or thousands
of services, where a directory can process client queries more efficiently.

2.2 Non-directory-based models
The non-directory-based model has no such dedicated component. When a query
arrives, every service processes it. If the service matches the query, it replies. When
hearing a service announcement, a client can record service information for future use.
The non-directory-based model is suitable for simple environments such as individual
homes or cars.

2.3 Hybrid models and a case study
The Service Location Protocol (SLP) is being developed by the IETF SvrLoc
working group [7]. It supports both directory and non-directory based models. SLP aims
to be a vendor-independent standard. It is designed for TCP/IP networks and is scalable
from small, unmanaged networks to large enterprise networks.
The SLP architecture consists of three main components:


User Agents (UA) perform service discovery, on behalf of the client (user or
application);



Service Agents (SA) advertise the location and characteristics of services, on
behalf of services; and
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Directory Agents (DA) collect service information received from SAs in their
database and respond to service requests from UAs.

Directory Agent

Service Registration
and Update

Service Discovery
(3) Service request

(1) Service Registration

(4) Service reply
(2) Service Ack

Service Agent

User Agent

Figure 2.1 Service discovery process.
Figure 2.1 shows the interactions between the three components. When a new
service connects to a network, the SA contacts the DA to advertise its existence (Service
Registration). When a user needs a certain service, the UA queries the available services
in the network from the DA (Service Request). After receiving the address and other
attributes of the desired service, the user may finally select and utilize the service.
Before a client (UA or SA) is able to contact the DA, it must discover the
existence of the DA. There are three different methods for DA discovery: static, active,
and passive. With static discovery, SLP agents obtain the address of the DA through
DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [9]). DHCP servers distribute the
addresses of DAs to hosts that request them. In active discovery, UAs and SAs send
6

service requests to the SLP multicast group address (239.255.255.253). A DA listening
on this address will eventually receive a service request and respond directly (via unicast)
to the requesting agent. In case of passive discovery, DAs periodically send out multicast
advertisements for their services. UAs and SAs learn the DA address from the received
advertisements and are now able to contact the DA themselves via unicast.

Service Agent
(1) Service request
Multicast
(1) Service request

(2) Service reply

Service Agent

User Agent

Figure 2.2 SLP: Service discovery without DA
DA is not mandatory. In small networks (e.g., home or car networks) it is often
more effective to deploy SLP without a DA. If there is no DA (Figure 2.2), UAs
periodically send out their Service Request to the SLP multicast address. All SAs listen
for these multicast requests. If they advertise the requested service, they will send unicast
responses to the UA.
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Chapter 3
SERVICE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL DESIGN

In this chapter, we describe our service discovery protocol as well as the design of
the software library. The interface design is important. It should hide the implementation
details, yet it provides the basic functions. On all supported platforms, the design will
remain the same even though the corresponding implementations on each platform may
vary.

3.1 Overview
The system has three layers. It runs on one of the following type of nodes:
smartphone, wireless sensor [10] [11], and PC.
3. Application layer (utilize the interface provided by the service discovery layer)
2. Service discovery layer (provides basic service discovery functions)
1. Communication layer (provides unicast and multicast functions)
The communication layer enables the upper layer to call one of its functions to
send messages to a multicast IP address and port number. The basic operations of the
clients, services, and directories are listed below.
A client has two core functions: Query() and Connect_to_Service(). The client
program calls Query() function to inquire services in the directory via a multicast address.
There are three steps in the function. First, it waits for a user/client program to input the
service attributes. Second, it prepares the query message and sends the request to the
8

directory via a multicast address. The client program calls Connect_to_Service( )
function to use a service. There are two steps of the function. First, it prepares the socket
address (IP & port number). Second, the client program installs a device driver if that is
necessary.
For a service, it also has two core functions: Register_Service ( ) and
Accept_Client_Connection( ). The service program calls Register_Service ( ) function to
register the service. There are two steps in this function. First, it specifies the time
interval that the service is valid. After the time interval, if the service does not reregister
itself again, it will become invalid. Second, it prepares the registration message and sends
to a multicast channel. Note that this channel should be different from the channel that
clients send queries to. Accept_Client_Connection( ) is used for accepting client
invocations from the client program. It may include the process of driver installation.
The basic operations of a Directory are Process_Query ( ) and
Process_Registation( ). The Process_Query ( ) function searches services by attributes
that a user/client program specifies. It returns to the user a list of services that match the
request.The Process_Registation( ) function inserts the service in a database/file/data
structure. If the service already exists, update the service information such as expiration
time. Note that the initial query or registration message is via multicast while all other
messages are via unicast.

3.2 Software Architecture
The sample program is designed as a cross-platform software. Hence, the code
does not need to be changed too much when we move from one platform to another.
Whether a node is a client, a service or a directory, whether it runs on MS Windows,
9

Android, or Squawk VM [12], it has following layers: Service discovery layer,
Communication layer, and Node layer.

Client

Service

Service discovery
function
Communication
API

Directory

Service discovery function
Communication API

Node

Node Smartphone

Sensor

PC

Service discovery
function
Communication
API
Node

Figure 3.1 Service Discovery Architecture

3.2.1 The Service Discovery Protocol
The sample SDP is directory-based as shown in Figure 3.2. When a new service
connects to a network, it contacts the Directory by periodically sending an announcement
(Service Registration) into Service Multicast Channel (address “224.111.112.113”, port
19001). When a Client needs a certain service, it queries the available services in the
network from the Directory (Service Request) by sending a request into Client Multicast
Channel (address “224.111.112.113”, port 29001). After receiving a request, the
Directory sends a request reply back to the Client via a unicast message containing the
address and attributes of the desired service. Then, the Client and Service may start
transferring information.
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(1) Service registration

Directory

(2) Service request
(3) Service reply

(4) Transferring information

Service

Client

Figure 3.2 Proposed Service Discovery Protocol

3.2.2 SDP process steps
1. Service sends REGISTER message to Directory via Service Multicast Channel
(address “224.111.112.113”, port 19001).
2. Client sends REQUEST message to Directory via Client Multicast Channel
(address “224.111.112.113”, port 29001).
3. Directory sends a list of available Services back to Client.
4. Client selects a Service to connect and starts transferring.
Note that the multicast channel between the directory and clients is different from
the multicast channel between the directory and services.

3.2.3 Package diagram
On each platform, the software suite consists of two key packages, each of which
is corresponding to a layer in SDP architecture (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Package diagram
Figure 3.3 shows key interfaces in packages. Implementation SDP may vary on
different platforms, but in general, it has to follow the core functions defined in those
interfaces. (Appendix A)
DiscoveryFunctions package consists of classes that perform discovery functions
as described in Figure 3.3. Communications package consists of classes that perform
networking functions on its platform, e.g. unicast and multicast.

3.2.4 Communication between layers
For the Service, there are two common ways to handle requests from clients. One
way is to process them individually, for example, the Service processes each request in a
distinct thread. In this way, the Service has to handle multi-threads. The other one is to
put them into a queue then process them one by one. Because our design requires putting
functions into layers, and we want to hide details from lower layer to make upper layers
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as simple as possible, the second approach is used. In this approach, the Service only
deals with a queue.
When clients send requests to a service (Figure 3.4), the UnicastServer, which is
listening to the service’s port, receives those requests and put them into a queue along
with their source IP address. The Service then processes each request one by one, and
returns the corresponding response to the UnicastServer. The UnicastServer eventually
sends those responses back to clients based on source IPs. The Directory works similarly
except it uses multicast instead of unicast.

COMMUNICATION LAYER
Request
Request

queue

Request

... <request>:<ip> <request>:<ip> ...

DISCOVERY FUNCTION
LAYER

Unicast
Server

Service

Response
... <response>:<ip> ...

Figure 3.4. Communication between layers

3.3 Conclusion
We developed a SDP software suite that supports different kinds of devices. Our
SDP is directory-based and hence, is suitable for network environment with hundreds or
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thousands of services. In next chapters, we will discuss our SDP for PC, wireless sensors,
and Android devices with IEEE 802.15.4 and Wi-Fi.
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Chapter 4
SERVICE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL ON PC

Nowadays, despite many innovative devices that have been introduced, such
traditional devices as personal computers (PCs) still seem irreplaceable. Therefore, it is
essential to support them in our SDP. In this chapter, we present main ideas to implement
our SDP on PC. We also explain how to create customized services and clients.
The implementation of SDP software suite on PC is written in Java. It can be
executed on different operating systems, such as Linux, Windows, Solaris, providing that
the Java Virtual Machine had been installed. It consists of two main packages (Figure
4.1):


DiscoveryFunctions consists of classes that perform discovery functions, such as
Directory, Service, and Client.



Communications consists of classes that perform networking functions on its
platform, e.g., unicast and multicast.
In addition, the software also has the Configuration package, which contains an

Utils class, and the Application package, which contains user-customized classes. We
also present our own services for demonstration.
To make the code easier to follow, we name classes in our sample project as
follow: all interfaces have no prefix; while implemented on a particular device, it has a
corresponding prefix. For example, interface Directory has its implementation on PC
PCDirectory.
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4.1 DiscoveryFunctions Package
Directory, Service, Client

are interfaces that define basic functions of a

Directory, a Service, and a Client in SDP, respectively.
To perform Directory functionality on PC, we create 3 classes: PCDirectory is an
implementation of Directory interface on PC, PCServicesProcessorThread and
PCClientsProcessorThread

process requests from services and clients.

To perform Service functionality on PC, we use AbstractPCService class,
which is an abstract service that supports TCP/IP. It implements the Service interface. To
create your own Service, just extend this class and define your own service’s
functionality.
Similarly, to perform Client functions on PC, we use AbstractPCClient class
which is an abstract client that supports TCP/IP. It implements the Client interface.
Extend this class and define your own client’s functionality to create your own Client.
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Figure 4.1 Packages on PC

4.2 Communications Package
To perform networking communications, we use 3 interfaces: Multicast,
UnicastServer

and UnicastClient, to define basic functions for multicast, unicast

server and unicast client, respectively.
To handle multicast messages, we use PCMulticast and PCMulticastByChannel.
PCMulticast, which implements

the Multicast interface, is a class that handles

multicast channels each of which is handled by a PCMulticastByChannel instance.
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PCMulticastByChannel is

a thread-based class that is always listening to a particular

channel and collecting messages in this channel.
Unicast communications supports both the Server side and the Client side. For the
Server side, we have the following classes: UnicastServer, PCUnicastServer and
PCUnicastServerThread. UnicastServer

is the interface that defines basic functions

of a unicast server, while PCUnicastServer is its implementation on PC.
PCUnicastServerThread

is a thread-based class that is listening to a particular port.

Each PCUnicastServerThread instance handles a TCP connection. For the Client side,
we have UnicastClient and PCUnicastClient. UnicastClient is an interface that
declares basic functions for general clients, including sending and receiving messages,
while PCUnicastClient is its implementation on PC.

4.3 Configuration Package
Class Utils defines constants for the system, for examples: multicast address, port
numbers, etc as shown in the code below.
public class Utils {
public static final
public static final
public static final
public static final
public static final

int MULTICAST_SERVICE_CHANNEL = 19001;
int MULTICAST_CLIENT_CHANNEL = 29002;
int UNICAST_NOTIFY_PORT = 39003;
int UNICAST_ECHO_SERVICE_PORT = 49003;
String MULTICAST_ADDRESS = "224.111.112.113";

public static final int RELEASE_MODE = 1;
public static final int DEBUG_MODE = 0;
public static int MODE= DEBUG_MODE;//by default, it's DEBUG MODE
...
}

The system has 2 working modes: DEBUG_MODE displays all debugging
information and RELEASE_MODE turns off the debugging information. By default, it works
in DEBUG_MODE.
18

4.4 Design Details
4.4.1 Communications Package
The PCMulticast class handles multicast messages between Directory-Services
(service channel) and Directory-Clients (client channel). It has following attributes and
methods:
public class PCMulticast implements Multicast {
//threads to handle channels
private static PCMulticastByChannel service_mul, client_mul;
//Queues that store announcement from channels
private static Queue clientChannelAnnouncement = null;
private static Queue serviceChannelAnnouncement = null;
public Queue startMulticastClientChannel();
public Queue startMulticastServiceChannel();
public void announceMsgToClientChannel(String msg);
public void announceMsgToServiceChannel(String msg);
}
service_mul and client_mul are instances

of the PCMulticastByChannel class.

The startMulticastClientChannel() method starts listening on the Clients
channel. It returns clientChannelAnnouncement, which is a queue that stores all
messages collected from the Clients channel. To announce a message to the Client
channel, just pass the message to the announceMsgToServiceChannel() method.
The methods startMulticastServiceChannel(),
announceMsgToServiceChannel() and serviceChannelAnnouncement

work similarly

for the Services channel.
The PCMulticastByChannel class is a thread-based class that handles a particular
channel. Below is its pseudo-code:
class PCMulticastByChannel extends Thread {
private MulticastSocket msocket;
private Queue<String> announcement = new ConcurrentLinkedQueue();
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public PCMulticastByChannel(String mul_ip_group, int channel);
public void run() {
while (true)
{
If there is a coming message in the multicast socket
Then put the message into the announcement queue;
}
public Queue getAnnouncement() {
return announcement;
}
public void announceMsg(String msg) ;
}

Queue is a Java’s interface that orders elements in a FIFO (first-in-first-out)
manner. We use a synchronized list-type to deal with threads. Since J2SE 1.5, Java has
introduced a new package java.util.concurrent [13] to provide better designed classes for
concurrent programming.
To handle TCP connections (unicast) on the Server side, we use
PCUnicastServer

and PCUnicastServerThread.

Here are PCUnicastServer’s key attributes and methods:
public class PCUnicastServer implements UnicastServer {
private ServerSocket serverSocket = null;
// server's port number
private int port;
private Queue inputStream = new ConcurrentLinkedQueue();
private Map<String, PCUnicastServerThread> ipThreadMap =
new ConcurrentHashMap();
public PCUnicastServer(int port);
public void sendMessage(String IP, String msg);
public Queue getInputStream() {
return inputStream;
}
public void run() {
while (not stop) {
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wait for a connection
if there is a connection, create a thread to handle the
connection, and keep its IP address in the hash map
}

The hash map is a hash table that keeps track of the thread that is handling the
connection. We utilize the ConcurrentHashMap class, which is also in the
java.util.concurrent package.
Here are PCUnicastServerThread’s key attributes and methods:
public class PCUnicastServerThread extends Thread {
private Socket clientSocket = null;
private Queue messageStream = null;
public PCUnicastServerThread(PCUnicastServer server, Socket socket)
{
this.messageStream = server.getInputStream();
}
public void run() {
while (not stop) {
wait for a message
if there is a message, put it in the queue
}
public void sendMessage(String msg);
}

In the constructor, we require a pointer to PCUnicastServer. It points where to
put messageswhen they are coming. The advantage of this design is that there is a unique
queue that contains messages from all clients instead of one queue for each client. As a
result, it makes handling messages simpler for upper layers.
On the Client side, we have UnicastClient that defines basic functions for a
unicast client and PCUnicastClient is its implementation on PC:
public class PCUnicastClient implements UnicastClient {
public
PCUnicastClient(String
serverHostname,
int
...};
public void sendMessage(String msg) ){ ...};
public String getMessage() {... };
}
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serverPort){

4.4.2 DiscoveryFunctions Package
The PCDirectory class performs the Directory component’s tasks. It is designed
as following:
public class PCDirectory implements Directory{
//hash table of services
private ConcurrentHashMap<String, ServiceInfo> services =
new ConcurrentHashMap();
public ConcurrentHashMap<String, ServiceInfo> getServices() {
return services;
}
public void start() {
new PCServicesProcessorThread(this).start();
new PCClientsProcessorThread(this).start();
}
public void processQuery(String query){ ...};
public void processRegistration(String reg) { ...};
}

The directory keeps a list of available services in a hash table. Each element
contains a pair of attributes: the service’s UUID (Universal unique ID) as the key, and its
corresponding ServiceInfo record, which stores the service’s attributes (IP, port
number, etc.) as the value.
The method start()creates two thread-based class
PCServicesProcessorThread

and PCClientsProcessorThread, which process

requests from services and clients respectively.
ServicesProcessorThread

is a thread-based class that handles requests from

services. Here are its main attributes and methods:
public class PCServicesProcessorThread extends Thread {
private PCDirectory directory;
private PCMulticast mc;
private Queue announcement;
public PCServicesProcessorThread (Directory _dir) {
this.directory = _dir;
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this.mc = (PCMulticast) _dir.getMulticast();
mc = new PCMulticast();
announcement = mc.startMulticastServiceChannel();
public void run() {
while (true) {
If there is a message in the announcement queue
Then remove it from the queue
and call Directory’s processRegistration ()
process it
}
}
}

method

to

The PCServicesProcessorThread class contains a Multicast instance to
handle multicast communication. It also has a hash table to maintain available services,
which is actually a pointer to the hash table in Directory (as in constructor method).
The PCClientsProcessorThread works the same ways except it handles
requests from clients:
public class PCClientsProcessorThread extends Thread {
...
public void run() {
while (true) {
If there is a message in the announcement queue
Then remove it from the queue
and call Directory’s processQuery() method to process it
}
}
}

Figure 4.2 summarizes the interactions between PCDirectory and its two
processing classes, PCClientsProcessorThread and PCServicesProcessorThread.
The PCDirectory determines how to process announcements from Clients and Services,
and create two threads to wait for those announcements. Once an announcement arrives,
one corresponding thread calls the processQuery() method or the
processRegistration()

method to process it. The advantage of this design is its

simplicity. As a result, one can modify the PCDirectory easily.
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PCServicesProcessorThread

Wait for REGISTER messages
from Services

creats

Call back

PCDirectory

processQuery()
processRegistration()

creates

Call back

PCClientsProcessorThread

Wait for QUERY messages
from Clients

Figure 4.2 Multiple threads to handle Directory process
To perform the Client component’s tasks in SDP on PC, we use the
AbstractPCClient

class. It performs Client’s discovery functions and leaves its

functionality for users to customize. Therefore, it is designed as following:
public abstract class AbstractPCClient implements Client {
private Multicast mc = new Multicast();
private UnicastClient uc = null;
private ArrayList<ServiceInfo> si = new ArrayList();
public ArrayList<ServiceInfo> query();
public void sendRequest(String request};
public void startBehavior() ;
public String getResponse();
abstract public void run();
}
AbstractPCClient

contains Multicast and UnicastClient instances to handle

both kinds of communications. The abstract run() method leaves customized
functionality for users. The sendRequest() and getResponse() methods are to send a
request and get a respond from the Service, respectively.
Similarly, the AbstractPCService class performs the Service’s discovery
function in our SDP. It also has abstract run() method for functionality customization.
We will explain how to create customized functionality later.
public abstract class AbstractPCService implements Service
protected Multicast mc = new Multicast();
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protected UnicastServer us;
//the records contains service information
protected ServiceInfo si;
public void registerService();
public void acceptClients() ;
public
public
public
public

String getRequestStr();
void sendResponse(String IP, String response);
abstract void run();
void startBehavior() ;

}

4.5 Using source code
To illustrate how to use source code, we go through a demo: Echo Service. When
the service receives a request message from a client, it will send the same message back
to that client.

4.5.1 Directory
In order to run the demo smoothly, we need to make sure that the Directory is
running. To start a directory, simple create an instance and call start() method. Figure
4.3 shows output when being executed.
PCDirectory myDir = new PCDirectory();
myDir.start();
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Figure 4.3 Directory’s screenshot

4.5.2 Service
To create your own Service, DemoServiceEcho extends the corresponding
abstract class, and define its behavior by overriding run() method.
public class DemoServiceEcho extends AbstractPCService {
public DemoServiceEcho(ServiceInfo si) {
super(si);
}
public void run() { //define its behavior
while (true) {
String s = this.getRequestStr();
System.out.println(s);
String request = s.split(":")[0];
String ip = s.split(":")[1];
sendResponse(ip, "hellloooo from Echo Service");
}
}

To run a service, firstly we need to create a ServiceInfo instance, which stores
its attributes (IP address, port, service’s name, etc.). Then, we register the service with the
directory. If there are any requests from clients, we accept them and start transferring
information.
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Steps to run a service, follows these steps:
1. Create a ServiceInfo instance to store the service’s attributes (IP address and port,
service’s name, ID, etc.)
2. Create a service’s instance
3. Register itself with the Directory
4. Start accepting clients
5. Start processing when requested
For the above Echo Service, we show the code below. Figure 4.4 shows Service’s
output when being executed.
ServiceInfo si = new ServiceInfo();
si.setUuid("UUID");
si.setIp("127.0.0.1");
si.setType("EchoService");
si.setPort(Utils.UNICAST_ECHO_SERVICE_PORT);
si.setExpire(Utils.ONE_HOUR);
DemoServiceEcho echoService = new DemoServiceEcho(si);
echoService.registerService();
echoService.acceptClients();
echoService.startBehavior();

Figure 4.4 Service’s screenshot
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4.5.3 Client
Similar to Service, to create your own Client, DemoClientEcho extends the
corresponding abstract class, and define its behavior by overriding the run() method.
public class DemoClientEcho extends AbstractPCClient {
public void run() {
while (true) {
Utils.Sleep(1000);
sendRequest("say to me");
String s = getResponse();
System.out.println(s);
}
}

For the client, we need to look for available services by sending a request to the
Directory. After you get a list of available services, we pick a desired one and start
utilizing the service.
Steps to run a client:
1. Create a client’s instance
2. Query available services from the Directory
3. Select a desired available service to connect
4. Start its behavior/transferring data
The following example demonstrates those 4 steps:
DemoClientEcho c = new DemoClientEcho();
c.query();
ServiceInfo si = c.getServiceInfo().get(0);
System.out.println(si.getType());
c.connectToService(si, 1);
c.startBehavior();

In the example above, the client automatically picks the 1st service it found.
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Figure 4.5 shows output screenshot when being executed. A programmer may
create a GUI as shown in Figure 4.6 (refer to DemoClientEchoGUI in the Applcation
package for more details).

4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the implementation of our proposed SDP on PC. We
illustrated key parts in our design and our ideas. We discussed main attributes and
methods of classes in the software suite.
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Chapter 5
SERVICE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL ON WIRELESS SENSORS

In the Post-PC era, we are observing a widespread emergence of network-enabled
devices like tablets, smartphones, and wireless sensors. They have various shapes,
capabilities, and functionalities. They may also provide services to other devices.
The design of a wireless sensor depends significantly on the application, and it
must consider factors such as the application environment, the application’s objectives,
cost, hardware, and system constraints. As a result, they may use different wireless
technologies.
Wireless sensor standards [14] have been developed with the key design
requirement for low power consumption. The standard defines the functions and
protocols necessary for sensor nodes to interface with a variety of networks. Some of
these standards include IEEE 802.15.4 [15], ZigBee [16,17], WirelessHART [18,19],
ISA100.11 [20], IETF 6LoWPAN [21-23], IEEE 802.15.3 [24], Wibree [25].
An interesting problem is making services available to all other devices. Many
proposed service discovery protocols (SDP) allow automatic discovery of devices and
network services offered on a computer network. However, existing service discovery
protocols do not interact with each other.
In this chapter, we introduce a novel SDP architecture with the aid of a Gateway
(Figure 5.1) to allow those wireless sensors with various network standards to interact
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with traditional components, i.e. Directory, Service and Client. We also explain how to
create customized services using our SDP framework.
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...
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Figure 5.1 Service Discovery with a gateway
In addition to traditional components, we introduce new devices: wireless sensors
and the Gateway. A wireless sensor can act as a Client or a Service. The Gateway acts as
an intermediary between wireless sensors and Directory, Services and Clients that run on
other type of devices. The gateway must support at least two network staiindards: TCP/IP
for typical SDP and the one that wireless sensors support.
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5.2 Sun SPOT
In our project, we use Java Sun SPOT as wireless sensors (Figure 5.1). Sun
SPOTs (Sun Small Programmable Object Technology) [27,28] are small, wireless,
battery-powered devices developed at Sun Labs to explore the next frontier of network
computing. These devices can be used in a wide range of applications including
environmental monitoring, asset tracking, proactive health care and many others. Sun
SPOTs are powered by a specially designed small-footprint Java virtual machine, called
Squawk, that can host multiple applications concurrently, and requires no underlying
operating system. Stackable boards include application-specific sensors and actuators
such as accelerometers, light detectors, temperature sensors, LEDs, push buttons and
general I/O pins. The devices can be duty cycled to run for months on a single charge of
their rechargeable battery (Figure 5.2).
Each SPOT kit contains two complete, free-range Sun SPOTs (with processor,
radio, sensor board and battery) and one base station Sun SPOT (with processor and
radio). In this thesis, we refer the base station as its original name, “base station”, and the
full Sun SPOT sensor as “Sun SPOT”, “remote SPOT” (the base station must be attached
to a host computer in contrast), or simply “SPOT”, and all of them by “Sun SPOT
devices”.
The base station connects to a development machine (a PC) and allows us to write
programs that can run on your PC and use the base station's radio to communicate with
remote Sun SPOTs. The development tools also make use of the base station to deploy
and debug applications on remote Sun SPOTs. Note that a full Sun SPOT can also be
used as a base station, though in doing so its sensor board would not be used.
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Figure 5.2 Anatomy of a Sun SPOT [26]

5.3 The Gateway
Since Sun SPOTs communicate using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, they cannot
communicate directly with a Directory and a Service which are using TCP/IP. Therefore,
we need a gateway that acts as an intermediary.

USB cable

Basestation

Gateway

Figure 5.3 Sun SPOT Gateway Anatomy
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The Gateway makes communications between devices with different networking
standards possible; in our case they are TCP/IP and IEEE 802.15.4. The Gateway in SDP
with Sun Spot is a computer connected to a base station by a USB cable (Figure 5.3). The
Gateway in SDP with other devices may vary. For example, if the sensor only supports
Bluetooth, then the Gateway may be a computer which supports both TCP/IP and
Bluetooth. This way we can utilize any kind of sensor as long as we have an appropriate
Gateway.

5.3.1 Handshaking between the Gateway and Sensors
Unlike such Wi-Fi-enabled devices as PCs and smartphones, Sun SPOT does not
support TCP/IP communications. Instead, it provides two protocols for radio
communications in its library: radiostream and radiogram [4].
The radiostream protocol is a socket-like peer-to-peer protocol that provides
reliable, buffered, buffered stream-based communication between two devices. To
establish a connection both ends must open connections specifying the same port number
and corresponding IEEE addresses.
The radiogram protocol is a client-server protocol that provides datagram-based
communication between two devices. This protocol provides no guarantees about
delivery or ordering. We can also make use of this protocol to broadcast datagrams. In
short, radiogram is UDP-like version on Sun SPOT.
In our SDP, a Service sends a REGISTER message to the service multicast
channel to register itself (or QUERY message for a Client). After that, a client can
connect directly to the desired Service. For the SDP with sensors, given that we have a
Service on a wireless sensor, we can use radiogram protocol to broadcast a REGISTER
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message to the Gateway, and then the Gateway forwards it to the Directory. However,
after that, we cannot re-use radiogram protocol, which is not reliable, to forward a request
from a Client to the sensor’s Service. We would like to use a reliable protocol, i.e.
radiostream, but we cannot use it either because radiostream protocol requires both ends
know each other’s address in advance (the Gateway knows the sensor’s address by the
REGISTER message, but the sensor doesn’t know the Gateway’s address). Therefore, we
need a mechanism to handshake wireless sensors and the Gateway.

SENSOR

GATEWAY

Broadcast

(1) Sensor’s address
and listening port

(2) Gateway’s address

(3) Confirm

time

time

Figure 5.4 3-way handshaking between the Gateway and wireless sensors
Figure 5.4 shows handshaking process between the Gateway and a wireless
sensor. When a Sun SPOT connects to a network, it broadcasts a message containing its
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address using broadcast function of radiogram protocol and the port it’s listening to. Once
the Gateway knows the SPOT’s address, it sends a message containing its address. The
Gateway and the sensor know each other’s address, they can establish a radiostream
connection, and use it for future communications thereafter.

Client

Service

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

ProxyService

PORT: 32

...

ProxyClient

GATEWAY

PORT: 255

...
Service

Client

Figure 5.5 The Gateway’s block diagram

After a SPOT connects to the Gateway, the Gateway acts as a proxy for that
SPOT. Since the radiostream protocol only provides a peer-to-peer connection between
two devices, the Gateway has to keep one connection for each SPOT sensor, regardless
it’s a Service or a Client. More importantly, the Gateway cannot re-use the same port
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number for all sensors, therefore each time a sensor connects, the Gateway must select an
available port on the base station, and the sensor must use the same port number (as in
Figure 5.4).
One Sun SPOT, either remote Sun SPOT or base station, has 256 ports, 32 of
which are reserved, which means it can support 224 connections concurrently. For the
base station, two more ports are reserved to listen to clients and services announcements;
therefore, the Gateway supports at most 222 services/clients. Because the number of ports
on SPOT is very limited, it provides a mechanism to allocate available ports
automatically. Note that it’s possible for a remote SPOT to run as a Client and a Service
at the same time.
If the sensor runs as a Service, the Gateway will create a ProxyService, which acts
as a client for the sensor, and as a Service for the actual Client that is requesting. It also
forwards REGISTER message to the Directory when the sensor needs to register itself.
In case the sensor runs as a Client, the Gateway will create a corresponding
ProxyClient, which acts as a Service for the sensor, and as a Client for the actual Service
which the sensor is requesting. It also forwards QUERY message to the Directory when
the sensor needs to inquire services.
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Figure 5.6 Service Discovery with the Gateway
(a) Gateway acts as a proxy for a Service (b) Gateway acts as a proxy for a Client
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5.4 Service Discovery Process
SDP with sensor is a little different from the one on PC. When a Sun SPOT
connects to a network, it needs to look for an appropriate Gateway first and proceeds the
handshaking process (Figure 5.4). Then, a sensor’s Service may register itself by sending
an announcement (Service Registration) to the Gateway; the Gateway then forwards the
announcement into Service Multicast Channel (address “224.111.112.113”, port 19001).
When a Client needs a certain service, it queries the available services in the network
from the Directory (Service Request) by sending a request into Client Multicast Channel
(address “224.111.112.113”, port 29001). After receiving a request, the Directory sends a
request reply back to the Client via a unicast message containing the address and
characteristics of the desired service. In the case that the Client needs a service provided
by Sun SPOT, they will communicate through the Gateway. The client sends a request to
the Gateway, then the Gateway will forward to Sun Spot. After processing the request,
the sensor will send a respond back to the Gateway, then the Client.
If the remote SPOT runs as a Client, once having hand-shaken, an on-SPOT
Client may request available services by sending an announcement to the Gateway. The
Gateway now acts a typical Client, send a request and available services, and then
forwards it back to the on-SPOT Client. Having known the services, it may specify the
service it wants to connect. Now the Gateway acts as a Service, accepts requests from the
on-SPOT Client, forwards them to the actual Service, gets responses, and send them back
to the on-SPOT Client.
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5.4.1 Gateway
An application on a Sun SPOT device is either a host application or a SPOT
application. A host application is a Java program that executes on the host computer (e.g.,
a desktop PC). Host applications have access to libraries with a subset of the API of the
libraries used by SPOT applications. This means that a host application can, for example,
communicate with a SPOT via a base station using the identical code that one would use
to communicate between two SPOTs.
A SPOT application is implemented as a MIDlet [29]. This should not be a
concern for most developers. One may copy the template in the Software CD, and start
editing the copy. However, the API is limited compared with J2SE 1.5 or later. That
means functions working correctly in host applications may not work in SPOT
applications.
The gateway needs to communicate with TCP/IP-enabled devices on one side and
with Sun SPOT wireless sensors on the other side. Hence, it must be a host application.
On the PC side, it includes all classes as discussed in the implementation of SDP on PC.
On the base station side, it consists of two main packages: DiscoveryFunctions and
Communications

(shown in Figure 5.7). The DiscoveryFunctions package contains

classes that perform the gateway’s functions. The Communications package contains
classes that provide SPOT’s radio communication protocols, e.g., radiostream and
radiogram

[30].The implementation of SDP on PC is discussed in detail in chapter 3. In

this chapter, we will discuss the base station side only.
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Figure 5.7 Packages on base station’s side.

5.4.2 DiscoveryFunctions Package
To perform the gateway’s function, we create six classes as shown in Figure 5.7.
The Gateway is an interface that defines basic functions of a gateway: handshaking with a
remote SPOT, processing registrations from on-SPOT services and processing requests
from on-SPOT clients. The code below shows its functions.
public interface Gateway extends Runnable{
public void handShake(String remoteAddr, int remotePort, int type);
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public void processRegistration(String reg);
public void processQuery(String s);
public void start(); //start the gateway
}

The SPOTGateway implements the Gateway interface to support Sun SPOT
wireless sensors particularly. It is designed as following:
public class SPOTGateway implements Gateway{
private
Hashtable<String,
Hashtable();
private
Hashtable<String,
Hashtable();

ProxyService>

remoteServices

=

new

ProxyClient>

remoteClients

=

new

public static final int TYPE_SERVICE = 0;
public static final int TYPE_CLIENT = 1;
private String gatewayAddr = SPOTUtils.getIEEEAddress();
public SPOTGateway() {
}
public void handShake(String remoteAddr, int remotePort, int type)
{
...
}
public void processRegistration(String reg) {
...
}
public void processQuery(String query)
...
}

{

public void start() {
new Thread(this).start();
}
public void run() {
//start listening broadcast message
new SPOTServicesProcessorThread(this).start();
new SPOTClientsProcessorThread(this).start();
System.out.println("Gateway is running...");
}
}

In the code above, The method start() creates two thread-based classes
SPOTServicesProcessorThread

and SPOTClientsProcessorThread, which process

requests from on-SPOT services and on-SPOT clients respectively. Each thread is
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waiting for broadcasting messages. When receiving a message, it calls a corresponding
function in SPOTGateway to handle the message. Here are their pseudo-codes:
public class SPOTClientsProcessorThread extends Thread {
private SPOTGateway gateway;
RadiogramServer server;
public SPOTClientsProcessorThread(SPOTGateway gateway) {
this.gateway = gateway; //keep a pointer to the Gateway
server = new RadiogramServer(SPOTUtils.SPOT_CLIENT_CHANNEL);
}
@Override
public void run() {
while (true) {
waiting for a message, for example, s
if the message is "HANDSHAKE"
call the handShake() from the Gateway
else if the message is "QUERY”
call the processQuery() from the Gateway
}
}
public class SPOTServicesProcessorThread extends Thread {
private SPOTGateway gateway;
RadiogramServer server;
public SPOTServicesProcessorThread(SPOTGateway __gateway) {
this.gateway = __gateway; //keep a pointer to the Gateway
server = new RadiogramServer(SPOTUtils.SPOT_SERVICE_CHANNEL);
}
@Override
public void run() {
while (true) {
waiting for a message, for example, s
if the message is "HANDSHAKE"
call the handShake() from the Gateway
else if the message is "REGISTER”
call the processRegistration() from the Gateway
}
}
}

Figure 5.8 summarizes the interactions between SPOTGateway and its two
processing classes, SPOTServicesProcessorThread and
SPOTClientsProcessorThread.

The SPOTGateway determines how to process
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announcements from Clients and Services, and creates two threads to wait for those
announcements. Once an announcement arrives, one corresponding thread calls the
processQuery() method

or the processRegistration() method to process it. The

advantage of this design is its simplicity. As a result, one can modify the SPOTGateway
easily.

SPOTServicesProcessorThread

creates

Wait for REGISTER/
HANDSHAKE messages
from on-SPOT Services

Call back

SPOTGateway
processQuery()
processRegistration()
handShake()

creates

SPOTClientsProcessorThread

Call back

Wait for QUERY/
HANDSHAKE messages
from on-SPOT Clients

Figure 5.8 Multiple threads to handle SPOTGateway process.
The core functions of the SPOTGateway are in ProxyClient class and
ProxyService

class. When it receives a “handshake” message, it knows the request is

from an on-SPOT service or an on-SPOT client based on the channel that
SPOTServicesProcessorThread

or SPOTClientsProcessorThread is listening to.

Remember that those channels differ from each other. Then, the gateway creates a
corresponding ProxyService or ProxyClient.
The ProxyClient class extends the AbstractPCClient (from the PC side) to
make use of all functions of a PC client, that is requesting available services and then
connecting to a particular service.
public class ProxyClient extends AbstractPCClient {
private RadioStream rStream;
private boolean stop = false;
ArrayList<ServiceInfo> services;
...
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public ProxyClient(RadioStream rStream) {
this.rStream = rStream;
}
public void sendServiceInfo() {
send available services’ information to the connected remote
SPOT
}
@Override
public void run() {
while (!stop) {
String s = rStream.getMessage();
if (s.startsWith("CONNECT")) {
looking for the specific service
and connect it
} else {
Receive and response normal requests
}
}
}
}

When an on-SPOT client wants to connect to a particular service, it specifies the
service’s ID to the proxy. The proxy now acts as a PC client, connects to the real service,
and helps the on-SPOT client transfer information with the real service.
The ProxyService class extends the AbstractPCService (from PC side) to
make use of all functions of a PC service, that is registering itself and accepting clients.
public class ProxyService extends AbstractPCService {
private RadioStream rStream;
private ServiceInfo proxySI, spotSI;
...
public
ProxyService(ServiceInfo
__rStreamConn) {
super(__proxySI);
...
}

__proxySI,

public static int findFreePort() {
...
}
public void updateSPOTSI(ServiceInfo spotSI) {
update SPOT’s info from the registration message
}
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RadioStream

public ServiceInfo getSPOTSI() {
return spotSI;
}
public RadioStream getRadioStream() {
return rStream;
}
@Override
public void run() {
if (!started) { //if not started then start the proxy
started = true;
acceptClients();
while (true) {
wait request from PC clients
and forward to SPOT
wait for on-SPOT Service’s reply
send back to PC Client
}
}
}

}

When an on-SPOT service registers itself, the gateway creates a corresponding
proxy service.

5.4.3 Communications Package
There are two radio communication protocols supported by Sun SPOT wireless
sensors: radiostream and radiogram. The radiostream protocol is a socket-like peerto-peer protocol that provides reliable, buffered, and buffered stream-based
communication between two devices. To establish a connection, both ends must open
connections specifying the same port number and corresponding IEEE 802.15.4
addresses. The radiogram protocol is a client-server protocol that provides datagrambased communication between two devices. This protocol provides no guarantees about
delivery or ordering. We can also make use of this protocol to broadcast datagrams.
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To handle these protocols, we create three classes in Communications package.
For radiostream protocol, we use RadioStream. For radiogram protocol, we use
RadiogramServer

for the server side and RadiogramClient for the client side.

The RadioStream class is designed as follows:
public class RadioStream {
private
private
private
private
private

String TARGET_ADDR;
int TARGET_PORT;
DataInputStream dis = null;
DataOutputStream dos = null;
RadiostreamConnection conn = null;

public RadioStream(String __target_addr, int __port) {
create the radiostream connection
}
public RadioStream(String __target_addr) {
create the radiostream connection
let the system pick an available port number
}
public String getTargetAddress() {
...
}
public int getPort() {
...
}
public void sendMessage(String msg) {
...
}
public String getMessage() {
...
}
public void close() {
...
}
}

To create a radiostream connection, the devices on both ends must know each
other’s IEEE 802.15.4 address beforehand. We can either specify a port to open the
connection or let the system pick an available port number by skipping the port number
parameter. Port number is a limited resource on Sun SPOT wireless sensor. Each sensor
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has 256 port numbers, 32 of which are reserved. More importantly, the port number must
be the same on both ends. In our software, when we need a radiostream connection, we
prefer the latter approach to avoid conflictions because a port number available on this
sensor may be not available on the other one.
The radiogram protocol is a client-server like protocol. That means one device
does not need to know other devices address in advance. The following
RadiogramServer

class wraps the functionality of the radiogram protocol on the server

side:
public class RadiogramServer {
private
private
private
private

int port;
RadiogramConnection rCon = null;
Datagram dg = null;
Datagram dgreply = null;

public RadiogramServer(int __port) {
create the connection
}
public RadiogramServer() {
create the connection
let the system pick an available port number
}
public int getLocalPort() {
...
}
public void sendMessage(String msg) {
...
}
public String getMessage() {
...
}
public void close() {
...
}
}

Similar to the radiostream protocol, for the radiogram protocol, we can either
specify a port to open the connection or let the system pick an available port number by
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skipping the port number parameter. We use both approaches in our software. For
example, the thread that is listening to services’ announcement
(SPOTServicesProcessorThread) must specify a port number for the
RadiogramServer.

The RadiogramClient is designed as following:
public class RadiogramClient {
private
private
private
private

String serverAddr;
int serverPort;
RadiogramConnection conn;
Datagram dg;

public RadiogramClient(String __serverAddress, int __port) {
create the connection
}
public void sendMessage(String msg) {
...
}
public String getMessage() {
...
}
public void close() {
...
}
public static void broadcastMessage(int port, String msg) {
...
}
}

The radiogram protocol also allows us to broadcast a message. In
broadcastMessage()

method, we only need to pass a port number to which the server

is listening. All radiogram servers that are listening to that port will receive the message.
This method is used when a client or service needs to announce a message, i.e., querying
or registering.
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5.5 Using source code
In this sub-section, we explain how to use the framework on Sun SPOT devices.
Firstly, we explain how to execute the gateway on the base station. Secondly, we instruct
how to create customized services and clients on Sun SPOT sensors.

5.5.1 Gateway
To run the Gateway, simply create an instance and call start() method.
SPOTGateway gw = new SPOTGateway();
gw.start();

5.5.2 SPOT Sensor
Programming on a SPOT sensor is different from the base station to some extent.
The sensor does not connect to a host machine like the base station, which means it
cannot take advantage of the latest APIs of modern J2SE on the host operating system.
Instead, it barely relies on the SunSPOT APIs built on top of Squawk VM. The available
functions are limited. For examples, it does not provide the java.util.concurrent
package as in J2SE 1.5+; String objects do not have the split() method, and so on.
We created some methods manually (such as split()), and had to use obsolete classes
instead of newer ones (for example, Vector instead of ConcurrentLinkedQueue).
The software suite on sensors consists of two main packages:
DiscoveryFucntions

and Communications (as shown in Figure 5.9). The

DiscoveryFunctions

package contains classes that perform the Client’s and Service’s

discovery functions. The Communications package contains classes that provide SPOT’s
radio communication protocols (e.g., radiostream and radiogram). In addition, the
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SPOTUtils class in the Configuration package defines constants for the system, as well
as some functions the Squawk VM does not support like split().
The Communications package resembles the one on the gateway. Hence, in the
next sub section, we will focus on the DiscoveryFunctions package.

5.5.2.1 DiscoveryFunctions Package
To perform Client functionality on remote SPOT, we create two classes: Client
and AbstractSPOTClient. Client is an interface that defines basic function of a Client
component in SDP while AbstractSPOTClient is its implementation. The Client
interface is designed as following:
public interface Client extends Runnable{
/**
* Send a query to the Directory
* @return a list of available services
*/
public Vector query();
/**
* Connect to the Service
* @param service The ServiceInfo record
* @return
*/
public int connectToService(ServiceInfo service);
/**
* Start its behavior
*/
public void startBehavior();//like transfering data...
}
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Figure 5.9 Packages on remote SPOTs.
The AbstractSPOTClient implements the Client interface as following:
public abstract class AbstractSPOTClient implements Client {
private RadioStream rStream = null;
//peer-peer connection with Gateway
private String gatewayAddr;
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...
public void handShake() {
handshake to get the gateway’s IEEE address
and create RadioStream connection
}
public Vector query() {
send “Query” command to the Gateway
and receive available services
}
public int connectToService(ServiceInfo service) {
send “Connect” command to the Gateway
specify the service to connect
}
public void startBehavior() {
new Thread(this).start();
}
public String getRequestStr() {
return rStream.getMessage();
}
public void sendResponse(String response) {
...
}
abstract public void run();
}

To perform Service functionality on remote SPOT, we create two classes:
Service

and AbstractSPOTService. Service is an interface that defines basic function

of a Service component in SDP while AbstractSPOTService is its implementation. The
Service interface is designed as following:
public interface Service extends Runnable {
// register itself with the Directory
public void registerService();
// allow clients to connect
public void acceptClients();
// start processing requests, response
public void startBehavior();
}
package SPOT.DiscoveryFunction;
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public abstract class AbstractSPOTService implements Service{
private int MAX_ATTEMP = 5;
private RadioStream rStream = null; //peer-peer
Gateway
private ServiceInfo si = new ServiceInfo();
private boolean isHandShaked = false;

connection

with

private String gatewayAddr;
public AbstractSPOTService(ServiceInfo info) {
this.si = info;
}
public void handShake() {
handshake to get the gateway’s IEEE address
and create RadioStream connection
}
public void registerService() {
send “Register” command to the Gateway
}
public void acceptClients() {
}
public void startBehavior() {
new Thread(this).start();
}
public String getRequestStr() {
return rStream.getMessage();
}
public void sendResponse(String response) {
rStream.sendMessage(response);
}
abstract public void run();
}

5.5.2.2 Using source code for the Service
To create your own Service, DemoSPOTEchoService extends the corresponding
abstract class, and defines its behavior by overriding run() method.
public class DemoSPOTEchoService extends AbstractSPOTService {
public DemoSPOTEchoService(ServiceInfo sInfo) {
super(sInfo);
}
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public void run() {
System.out.println("Start behavioir....");
while (true) {
String s = this.getRequestStr();
System.out.println(s);
String request = SPOTUtils.split(s, ':')[0];
String ip = SPOTUtils.split(s, ':')[1];
sendResponse("hello from SPOT:"+ip);
}
}
}

To run a service, firstly we need to create a ServiceInfo instance, which stores
its attributes. Then, we start the handshaking process, register the service with the
directory. If there are any requests from clients, we accept them and start transferring
information.
ServiceInfo si = new ServiceInfo();
si.setUuid("UUID-Sen1");
si.setIp(SPOTUtils.getIEEEAddress());
si.setName("EchoService-1");
si.setType("SensorService");
si.setExpire(SPOTUtils.ONE_HOUR);
DemoSPOTEchoService service = new DemoSPOTEchoService(si);
service.handShake();
service.registerService();
service.startBehavior();

5.5.2.3 Using source code for the Client
Similar to Service, to create your own Client, DemoSPOTEchoClient extends the
corresponding abstract class, and define its behavior by overriding the run() method.
public class DemoSPOTEchoClient extends AbstractSPOTClient{
public void run() {
System.out.println("Start behavioir....");
while (true) {
sendResponse("hello");
String s = this.getRequestStr();
System.out.println(s);
}
}
}
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For the client, we need start the handshake process first, then we look for
available services by sending a request to the Directory. After you get a list of available
services, we pick a desired one and start utilizing the service.
DemoSPOTEchoClient c = new DemoSPOTEchoClient();
c.handShake();
Vector v = c.query();
ServiceInfo si = (ServiceInfo) v.elementAt(0);
c.connectToService(si);
c.startBehavior();

5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present our main idea to design a gateway for Sun SPOT
wireless sensors. The gateway acts as a proxy to allow a sensor to communicate with
other components in SDP. Using the same approach, we can support many different kinds
of wireless sensors, as long as we can build an appropriate gateway which must support
at least two network standards: TCP/IP and the network standard that the aiming devices
support.
We also presented the implementation of our SDP on the base station (the
gateway) and remote SPOTs sensors (Service and Client). Programming on Sun SPOT is
different from PC. We discussed main attributes and methods of classes in the software
suite.
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Chapter 6
SERVICE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL ON ANDROID

Among popular platforms for mobile devices, Android has emerged as the most
widely used one. In this chapter, we discuss the details of our implementation of our SDP
on Android. We also explain how to create services using our service discovery library.

6.1 Background
Android is an open-source Linux-based operating system designed primarily for
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet computers [31]. The open source code
license allows the software to be freely modified and distributed by device
manufacturers, wireless carriers, and enthusiast developers. For more details how to
develop an Android application, refer to Android Training [32].
Additionally, Android has a large community of developers writing applications
("apps") that extend the functionality of devices, written primarily in Java. It helps
technology companies who require a low-cost, customizable, lightweight operating
system for high tech devices focus on creating new experiences other than developing
one from scratch. These factors have been making Android the world's most widely used
smartphone [33]. As a result, despite being originally designed for smartphones and
tablets, Android has been embedded on televisions, games consoles, digital cameras and
other electronics. Due to Android’s popularity, it is a good practice to include Android in
our SDP library.
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6.2 Architecture
SDP on Android is similar to the version that we created for PCs. The system
consists of three main components: Directory, Service, and Client. An Android device
can act as a Directory for all portable devices, or a Service, for example, to provide GPS
information, or a Client to request information from other devices (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1. Service Discovery Protocol with Android

6.2.1 Package Diagram
The implementation of SDP software suite on Android is written in Java. It
consists of two main packages (Figure 6.2):


DiscoveryFunctions consists of classes that perform discovery functions, such as
Service, and Client.



Communications consists of classes that perform networking functions on its
platform, e.g., unicast and multicast.
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To make the code easier to follow, we name classes in our sample project as
follow: all interfaces have no prefix; while its implementation has a prefix “Android”.
For example, the interface Client has its implementation on PC
AbstractAndroidClient.

Figure 6.2. Package diagram on Android

6.3 How the code works
We aim to keep the differences minimal between implementations on different
platforms. Most classes work very similarly, and some work exactly the same, to the
corresponding ones on PC. The major differences are in Communications layer. Android
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does not allow network communications on main thread, i.e. we cannot send and receive
socket messages on the GUI thread, while PC does allow.
Among those classes in Communication layer, classes to handle multicast and
unicast on server side are already multithread-based. Thus, we only need to examine
classes to handle unicast on the client side. Below is the pseudo-code:
public class AndroidUnicastClient implements UnicastClient,Runnable {
public AndroidUnicastClient(String serverAddr, int serverPort);
public void sendMessage(String msg) {
create a thread to send the message
}
public String getMessage() {
wait until the received flag is True
return the message
}
public void run() {
while (!stop) {
if needs to receive a message {
received flag = false;
wait for the message to receive
received flag = true;
}
}
}

6.4 Using source code
6.4.1 Service
To create your own Service, AndroidDemoServiceEcho extends the
corresponding abstract class, and define its behavior by overriding run() method.
public class AndroidDemoServiceEcho extends AbstractAndroidService {
public DemoServiceEcho(ServiceInfo si) {
super(si);
}
public void run() { //define its behavior
while (true) {
String s = this.getRequestStr();
System.out.println(s);
String request = s.split(":")[0];
String ip = s.split(":")[1];
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sendResponse(ip, "hellloooo from Echo Service");
}
}

To run a service, firstly we need to create a ServiceInfo instance, which stores
its attributes (IP address, port, service’s name, etc.). Then, we register the service with the
directory. If there are any requests from clients, we accept them and start transferring
information.Here is an example:
ServiceInfo sii = new ServiceInfo();// service’s information
sii.setIp(AndroidUtils.getLocalIpAddress()); //IP address
sii.setName("EchoService");//Service’s name
sii.setType("NETWORKservice");//Service’s Type
sii.setPort(AndroidUtils.UNICAST_ECHO_SERVICE_PORT);//port
sii.setExpire(AndroidUtils.ONE_HOUR);
AndroidDemoServiceEcho s = new AndroidDemoServiceEcho(sii);
s.registerService();
s.acceptClients();
s.startBehavior();

6.4.2 Client
Similar to Service, to create your own Client, AndroidDemoClientEcho extends
the corresponding abstract class, and define its behavior by overriding the run() method.
However, to update the UI in another thread, which is the Client’s processing
thread, rather than UI’s thread, we must use a special method, i.e. Android Handler [34],
because Android only allows the UI’s thread to update itself.
public class AndroidDemoClientEcho extends AbstractAndroidClient {
Handler mHandler;
int DISPLAY = 0;
private boolean stop = false;
public AndroidDemoClientEcho(Handler hd) {
mHandler = hd;
}
public void stop() {
stop = true;
}
public void run() {
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while (!stop) {
AndroidUtils.Sleep(1000);
System.out.println("sending request");
sendRequest("say to me");
System.out.println("waiting for response");
String s = getResponse();
System.out.println(s);
Message mes = mHandler.obtainMessage(DISPLAY, s);
mHandler.sendMessage(mes);
}
Message mes = mHandler.obtainMessage(DISPLAY, "stop");
mHandler.sendMessage(mes);
}

In this example, the AndroidDemoClientEcho function keeps a pointer to the
Handler

in the main Activity. When it needs to update the UI, for example, display a

message, it sends a Message to the message pool. The Handler in the main activity will
handle it as in handleMessage() method. If there are many types of messages, we can
also utilize the what property of a Message to process them.
When user clicks on a button, for instance, “connect”, it will start the discovery
process.
public class MainActivity extends Activity {
...
Handler mHandler = new Handler(Looper.getMainLooper()) {
@Override
public void handleMessage(Message inputMessage) {
String s = (String)inputMessage.obj;
textView.setText(textView.getText()+"\n"+s);
}
};
btnConnect.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() {
public void onClick(View v) {
AndroidDemoClientEcho c = new
AndroidDemoClientEcho(mHandler);
c.query();
ServiceInfo si = c.getServiceInfo().get(0);
c.connectToService(si);
c.startBehavior();
}
}
...
}
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6.5 Conclusion
Android is a most popular platform for mobile devices due to its powerfulness,
flexibility and openness. Therefore we found it necessary to support Android in our SDP
library. The source code is similar to the one on PC, except the fact that Android treats
threads more strictly, which leads to significant differences in Communications layer. We
presented the main design of our SDP on Android, and discussed differences from the
one on PC.
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Chapter 7
DISCOVER DYNAMIC SERVICES USING MARKOV CHAIN

Pervasive computing environments consist of heterogeneous devices. Some of
them are movable and resource-constrained which lead to the fact that their
characteristics, i.e., reliability, quality, change frequently. However, most SDPs only
support static service attribute. Therefore, in order to obtain service attributes correctly,
the service has to announce its attributes more often. On the other hand, disseminating
information is very costly for resource-constrained devices like wireless sensors.
Therefore, we adopt DynamicSD [34], which is using Markov Chain model, in our
protocol to represent dynamic attributes yet keep the communication overhead between
components minimal.
In this chapter, we summarize the mathematical background of Markov Chain,
and present the adoption of DynamicSD in our protocol.

7.1 Discrete Time Markov Chains
7.1.1. Introduction
A Markov Chain is a stochastic process whose state space I is discrete (finite or
countably infinite) and the probability distributions for its future development depend
only on the present state and not on the path (consisting of past states) that was
followed to reach this state. If we further assume that the parameter space T is also
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discrete, then we have a discrete time Markov chain or a DTMC. We can state the
Markov property as
(

|

(

|

where Xi‘s are random variables at time step i = {0,1,2…} and if Xn= j, then the state
of the system at time step n is j, X0 being the initial state of the system. The
transition probability of the Markov Chain is given by
(

(

|

and if its value depends only on the difference n-m, i.e. the number of steps ,
then such chains are called homogenous Markov Chains. In such cases
(

(

|

denotes the n-step transition probabilities of the Markov chain. The zero step
transition probabilities are given by
(

{

The one step transition probabilities of a DTMC could be specified in the
form of a transition probability matrix:
[

]

[

]

This is a stochastic matrix as it is a square matrix with non-negative entries
and the row sums equal to unity. An example of a discrete time Markov chain is:
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3
1

The n-step transition probabilities can be computed one form of the ChapmanKolmogorov equation:
(

(

∑

(

Let P(n) be the n-step transition probability matrix, then we can write the above
equation as:
(

(

7.1.2. Limiting Probabilities
A state I is said to be transient (or non-recurrent) if and only if there is a positive
probability that the process will not return to this state. A state I is said to be recurrent if
and only if, starting from state i, the process returns to state i eventually with probability
1. If a state I is recurrent, then it is said to be positive recurrent (recurrent nonnull) if starting in the expected time until the process returns to state i (mean
recurrence time) is finite, otherwise it is said to be recurrent null. For a recurrent state i,
the period di is defined as the GCD of the set of positive integers such that pii(n)>0. A
state is said to be aperiodic if its period is 1, else is called periodic if it is greater than 1.
A state is said to be absorbing if and only if pii=1.
If the Markov chain is irreducible, periodic, and recurrent non-null, the
following limit exists and is independent of initial probability:
(
As
(

∑

(

Hence if
(

(
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∑

In matrix form it is presented as

where

is the limiting probability vector.

7.2 Adoption DynamicSD
7.2.1 Modeling Service States
We model a service’s states as a Markov Chain:
{

}

(1)

where Xi represents a service state. For example a digital camera may be modeled
as a Markov Chain that has two states: available (state 1) or in use (state 0).
A service can fall into one of following categories: exclusive service (e.g., a
display device), service with a service queue (e.g., a printer) and service that may run
multiple instances simultaneously (e.g., a video streaming service). For an exclusive
service, we may model it as available or in use. For a service with a service queue, we
may model its states as idle, unavailable, and busy with a queue length. For a service that
may run multiple instances simultaneously, we may model its states as idle, serving, and
maximum capacity reached.
We express states transitions as a matrix P. For the digital camera example, the
transition matrix would be
(

)

7.3.2 Calculate the One-step Transition Probability matrix
After several initial registration messages, a service may start to calculate its
transition probabilities, specifically the one-step transition probability matrix. It
calculates the transition probabilities for each state. For example, for the available state
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(1) in Figure 7.1, it counts the occurrences of two transitions: {1→0}, and {1→1}.Then,
it acquires the one-step transition probabilities for the state by dividing the occurrences of
each transition by the total number of transitions that leave the state. Formally, transition
probabilities, Pij, of a state satisfy the following conditions for any transition {i→j}:
(∑

(2)

∑

(3)

where Ei→j is the number of transition occurrence from state i to state j, and ∑kEi→k represents all
transitions that leave state i.

P01
P00

0

1

P11

P10
Figure 7.1 States for a camera service

7.3.3 Reliability
It is possible that the directory may miss registration messages from services.
Therefore, for each time a service registers itself, it also sends a number that indicates the
total number of messages have been sent. The directory, on the other hand, must count
the number of messages it has received. The ratio number of messages sent/ the number
of messages received would indicate how reliable a service is. For example, if a service
has registered 20 times, but the directory has only received 10 of them, then the reliability
of the service is not so high (0.5).

7.3.4 Predicting future states of services
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When users discover individual services or integrate several services into a
complex service, they often want to select the services that are more reliable and have
better performance. With the Markov Chains, they may not only compare static service
attributes, but also consider their dynamic status. For example, a user may be interested
in the likelihood that a service will become unavailable. Or, a user wants to know the
probability that a video streaming service will go into a bad-quality state due to
increasing requests. More generally, we want to know the chance to be in a state after
several time periods given the current state. That is,
{

|

}

(4)

We can apply Chapman-Kolmogorv equations to compute the n-step transition
probabilities. The equations are
∑

(5)

where k states are intermediate states. Thus, we start in state i. After l time
periods, the service will be in state k. After another m time periods, the service will be in
state j. Summing over all the intermediate states k, we acquire the n-step service
transition probabilities. In the matrix form, the calculation of the n-step transition
probabilities is
(6)

Thus, we can efficiently calculate the probabilities to predict a service’s future
status using Equation 6. Based on the probabilities, a user or a client can determine a
service’s dynamic properties such as whether the service is likely to crash. In addition,
during the service discovery process, if a directory replies to a client’s request with a list
of services that match the request, a user or a client may choose the most reliable services
to use.
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7.3.5 The protocol
Using the Markov Chain, a client or user may determine the quality of a service in
future. To offer this function, we need to pay the overhead in multiple aspects: creation of
the Markov Chains, the calculation of the Markov Chains properties, the communication
overhead. To adopt DynamicSD in our protocol, the service will create the Markov
Chain, the client or directory may perform the calculation.
We adopt the approach to keep the communication overhead low [35]. Only the
Markov Chains will be transmitted among the services, directories, and clients. Service
transitions and states are expressed in the Markov Chains. Moreover, the Markov Chain
will be represented as an extension to the current discovery messages.
To make the transition matrix more precise, we introduce updating frequency and
registration frequency. Let take an example: a camera was in use for 50 minutes then
changed to available in one minutes, then in use for the next 50 minutes. If we simply
count the transition, there are only two transitions: in use → available, and available → in
use; and the probability would be 50/50. In fact, the camera was in use most of the time.
If we update the status every minute, then the transition matrix is more precise because
there would be 98 transitions in use → in use, one transition in use → available and one
transition available → in use. In this case, the updating frequency is 1 minute. Besides,
the registration frequency is the number of time period between two registration
announcements.
Figure 7.2 shows the message formats. The Markov chain is appended at the end
of the service announcement messages as in Figure 7.2(a). The detailed representation of
a Markov Chain is shown Figure 7.2(b): the number of states, the rows of the transition
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probability matrix, the current state, the updating frequency and the registration
frequency. When a directory replies a client’s query request with a list of services, the
Markov Chain associated with each service is also sent to the client as shown in Figure
7.2(c). In addition, the time interval which is the number of updating periods since the
last time the service registered is also sent. Based on the service’s transition matrix, the
“current state” (at the time the service register) and “time interval”, the client can
speculate the actually current state of the service.
Service ID

Attribute list

Markov chain

Original announcement

No. of announcements
4 bytes

(a) Service announcement message
No. of
states

Row 1

…

Row n

Current
state

Updating
frequency

Registration
Frequency

1 byte

k bytes

k bytes

k bytes

1 byte

2 bytes

2 bytes

(b) A Markov chain
Service ID

Attribute list

Markov chain

Time interval

(c) Discovery results

Figure 7.2 Services discovery message formats.
The service discovery protocol with Markov Chain (Figure 7.3) uses the same
process (Steps 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 12) as typical services discovery protocols. The
overhead that we introduce is in steps 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 10.
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Client

Directory

Service

1. Create and update
Markov Chain
2. Service registration
3. Update service information
4. Update Markov Chain
5. Feedback

6. Adaptive update
7. Request

8. Find matched services
9. Send matched Services
and Markov chains
10. Calculate the properties of the Markov Chains
11. Select a service
12. Invocation

Figure 7.3 Service discovery with Markov Chain

7.4 Evaluation
The accuracy of the approach is essential; hence we run a simulation to examine
the precision of our approach. Suppose we have a video streaming service that can serve
multiple clients concurrently. The quality of the service depends on the number of clients
it is serving. We define the quality of the service as following:

{

where c is the number clients it’s serving and T is the quality threshold.
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In the simulation, there are total N clients whose arrival time is an exponential
distribution. The serving time is a normal distribution.
The accuracy depends on several factors: arrival time, serving time, the updating
frequency, the registration frequency and the threshold T. In the simulation, we pick two
parameters which matter the quality of service most: mean arrival time (MAT) and the
threshold T. The result is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Mean arrival time (time unit)

Figure 7.3 Accuracy of video streaming scenario
Fixed parameters are: the mean service time is fixed (5 time units), the updating
frequency (5 time units) and registration frequency (500 time units, which is 100 times
updating frequency, which means for every 100 status re-computed, the service will send
a re-registration message). We assume a client always uses the latest Markov Chain,
which implies the service will successfully re-register itself.
From the simulation, in the worst case (T= 2, MAT = 1), the accuracy is
approximately 0.11. The reason is that since there are so many clients trying to use the
service in a short time, and the quality threshold is small, the quality of service is
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expected to mutate dramatically, hence the speculation is not so accurate. In the contrast,
in the best case (T=7, MST = 5), it is always accurate because the number of in-service
clients is always less than or equal 7, which means the quality is always “VERY GOOD”.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Service discovery helps users discover, select and utilize services in a network. In
pervasive environments, the number of services is expected to increase tremendously;
and hence, service discovery protocols are essential in those environments. The user may
access services without prior knowledge of a network. However, adopting existing SDP
from traditional environments will not be sufficient. In the post-PC era, mobile devices
with various network standards are becoming more popular while traditional SDP only
supports one kind of network.
Our SDP software suite is suitable for post-PC era. It can run on different
platforms, supports various kinds of network standards. The simplicity and flexibility are
key features of our design. A Wi-Fi-enabled device may communicate directly with
services, clients and directories in a TCP/IP network. With the aid of a gateway, one user
using a PC client can also access a service provided by a Sun SPOT wireless sensor
which is only support IEEE 802.15.4. Using the same design, we can extend our library
to support other platforms, for example iOS, or other network standards, e.g., Bluetooth
as long as we have an appropriate gateway.
Our library was designed in such a simple way that developers at all levels can be
benefited from it. Novices may simply import the library and create their own
applications on top of the library while advanced developers may modify lower layers
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(e.g. communication layer) to fit their particular needs. Needless to say, porting the
library to other programming languages using our design would not be a big problem.
Additionally, our SDP adopts Markov Chain model to allow users or clients not
only discovery static attributes of services’ but also speculate their future status. We
examine the accuracy of our approach by a simulation and results showed that our
approach is promising. We are also running more simulations, in addition to video
streaming scenario, to evaluate our approach. We generalize scenarios into typical
categories so that any possible scenario must fall into one of them. Besides the video
streaming service (service that may run multiple instances simultaneously), we are
examining a printer service (service with a service queue) and a display device (exclusive
service).
We are also trying to improve the accuracy. For example, for services that mutate
dramatically in the beginning but are stable in the long run, we may put a weight (we
adopt the idea from paper [36]) to the transition matrix so that the earlier unstable
transitions won’t affect too much on the overall matrix M:
(
where α is weighting factor (

((
. Choosing a value α close to 1 makes the overall

matrix M immune to changes that last a short time while choosing a value for α close to 0
makes the overall matrix M respond to changes very quickly.
In addition, users and clients may be interested in how stable a service is. For
example, storage service A’s specification seems better than storage service B’s. But if
service A is less stable than service B and more frequently it is not accessible, it might be
better to use service B. More generally, a service’s states may be classified into high
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quality states (acceptable states) and low quality states (unacceptable states). Using
limiting probability, we can compute the stability of a service. The computation on
wireless sensors, PC and mobile devices showed that this approach is fast. Our on-going
task is to run simulations to examine its accuracy and will discuss this approach in
another paper.
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APPENDIX A
INTERFACES

public interface UnicastClient {
/**
* Send a message to the connected server
* @param msg The message to send
*/
public void sendMessage(String msg);
/**
* Receive a message from the connected server
* @return The received message
*/
public String getMessage() ;
/**
* Close the connection
*/
public void close();
}
public interface UnicastServer extends Runnable {
/**
* Start the server
*/
public void start();
/**
* Stop the server
*/
public void stop();
/**
* Send a message to a client which has IP
*/
public void sendMessage(String IP, String msg) ;
/**
* Get a message from a client.
* Please note the message must include the IP of the client
* Message string must have the format: <request command>:<IP>
*/
public String getMessage();
/**
* Get the input stream from clients
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* Please note each message must include the IP of the client
* @return the input Stream
*/
public Queue getInputStream();
}

public interface Service extends Runnable {
// register itself with the Directory
public void registerService();
// allow clients to connect
public void acceptClients();
// start processing requests, response
public void startBehavior();
}
public interface Client extends Runnable{
// send query to Directory, get a list of available services
public ArrayList<ServiceInfo> query();
// connect to the service
public int connectToService(ServiceInfo service);
// start its behavior
public void startBehavior();//like transfering data...
}
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOP SUN SPOT PROGRAMS

B.1 Programming
To program Sun SPOT wireless sensors, following software programs are
required:


Java SDK



SPOT SDK



Netbeans IDE



Java Ant
All these software programs are included in the CD Software in the Development

kit. In case they cannot be installed using the CD (because the CD is out-of-date), they
may need to be installed manually. The instruction is available at [26].
To develop a host application, the simplest way is to use the provided template
(SunSpotHostApplicationTemplate in < SunSPOT installed folder>
/sdk/Demo/CodeSamples). Similarly, to develop an application on remote SPOTs, use the
SunSPOTApplicationTemplate in the same older). Those templates provide an Ant script
to make deployment easier so that developers don’t have to write the script by
themselves.
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B.2 Deployment and running
To deploy a host application, a developer just needs to execute the project. In
Netbeans, the project is compiled automatically as soon as it is saved. To run it, right
click on the project and select “RUN”. To debug a program, right click on the project and
select “DEBUG”.
For the remote SPOTs, to deploy the program, connect the remote SPOT to the
computer by a USB cable, right click on the project and select “Deploy to Sun SPOT”.
It’s possible to get the output from remote SPOT by keep it connected to the computer,
right click on the project in Netbeans and select “Run”. After disconnecting the SPOT,
one can run the program by pressing the reset button. However, the results from the
remote SPOT will not be shown.
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